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Abstract 

Background: Recently, a new presbyopia-correcting intraocular lens (IOL) that combines extended depth-of-focus 
and bifocal profiles (ZFR00: Tecnis® Synergy®, Johnson & Johnson Vision, Santa Ana, CA, USA) has been established 
and several studies have been reported. We attempted to compare the performance with a standard IOL (ZCB00: Tec-
nis® monofocal, Johnson & Johnson Vision, Santa Ana, CA, USA) manufactured using the same material from the same 
company, which has been extensively used worldwide.

Methods: The medical records of patients undergoing cataract surgery with ZCB00 or ZFR00 implantation between 
March 2021 and September 2021 and with available 3-month visit data were reviewed. Uncorrected near, intermedi-
ate, and distance visual acuity (VA), corrected distance VA, and optical quality were the main outcome measures.

Results: This study included forty-six patients (64 eyes), with twenty-one patients (32 eyes) implanted with ZCB00 
and twenty-five patients (32 eyes) implanted with ZFR00. The average age of the patients was 66.0 ± 10.1 (range: 40 
to 82) and 65.1 ± 4.7 (range: 59 to 77) years in the ZCB00 and ZFR00 groups, respectively. The preoperative charac-
teristics did not differ significantly between the two groups. Compared to the ZCB00 group, the ZFR00 group dem-
onstrated significantly superior intermediate and near VA (p < 0.001) at 3 months postoperatively. The ZFR00 group 
showed significantly lower objective measured optical quality than that in the ZCB00 group.

Conclusions: The ZFR00 exhibited a continuous range of vision and a smooth defocus curve, while the ZCB00 pro-
vided superior objective optical quality.
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Introduction
Cataracts are a major cause of vision loss and cataract 
surgery is the most common ocular surgery worldwide 
[1]. Monofocal intraocular lenses (IOLs) remains the 
most prevalent IOL due to their relatively low cost, excel-
lent vision at a selected distance, and rare probabilities of 
photic phenomena [2]. Since the monofocal IOLs provide 
only one focus, either long-distance glasses or reading 
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glasses are needed, depending on the target refraction. 
With the increase in life expectancy and the participa-
tion of older adults in professional life, presbyopia has 
become a very common visually impaired condition [3]. 
Consistent with this trend, the ratio of multifocal (bifo-
cal or trifocal), or extended depth-of-focus (EDOF) IOL 
implantations is increasing [4]. Different bifocal IOL plat-
forms were implanted in the past, but currently, the most 
common presbyopia correcting IOLs implanted, include 
on the one hand the trifocal models, like the PanOptix 
(Alcon Laboratories Inc., Fort Worth, TX, USA), Fine-
Vision Micro F IOL (PhysIOL, Liège, Belgium), Acriva 
Reviol Tri-ED 611 (VSY Biotechnology, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands), and AT Lisa tri (Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, 
Jena, Germany), and on the other hand, modern EDOF 
like the Symfony (Johnson & Johnson Vision Inc., Santa 
Ana, CA, USA), or Vivity (Alcon Laboratories Inc., Fort 
Worth, TX, USA) IOLs [4, 5].

Recently, an IOL combining the two main approaches 
of presbyopia-correcting IOLs, multifocal and EDOF, 
has also been released. The newly introduced IOL, Tec-
nis® Synergy® (ZFR00: Johnson & Johnson Vision, Santa 
Ana, CA, USA) received Conformité Européenne mark 
approval in 2019 and U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
approval in 2021 [6]. Combining both bifocal and EDOF 
diffractive technologies, it offers continuous vision over a 
range that includes all distances: from near to far [7].

Since the release of ZFR00, clinical outcomes have been 
reported with this IOL alone [6–8], or in comparison 
with other presbyopia-correcting IOLs [9, 10]. However, 
no studies have compared the ZFR00 to a standard mon-
ofocal IOL (ZCB00: Johnson & Johnson Vision, Santa 
Ana, CA, USA) of the same material and basic design, 
which is the most widely implanted worldwide [11, 12]. 
This study compared the clinical results of both IOLs.

Materials and methods
Subjects
This single-center, retrospective, comparative study was 
undertaken in accordance with the tenets of the Decla-
ration of Helsinki and was approved by the Institutional 
Review Board (IRB file number: 2021-12-001) of Kim’s 
Eye Hospital, Seoul, Republic of Korea, which waived the 
requirement for written informed consent because of the 
retrospective design and the use of de-identified patient 
data. Moreover, this study contained no personal infor-
mation that could lead to the identification of any patient 
and the data were analyzed anonymously. We reviewed 
the medical records of patients who had undergone cata-
ract surgery with ZCB00 or ZFR00 implantation between 
March and September 2021 at Kim’s Eye Hospital, Seoul, 
Republic of Korea.

Patients aged 40 years or older with visual significant 
cataract and corneal astigmatism of less than 1 diopter 
(D) were included in the study. and eligible for three or 
more months of follow-up. Patients had a relevant oph-
thalmic condition that could influence their results, a his-
tory of eye surgery or trauma, and the follow-up period 
was less than 3 months after surgery were excluded.

The manifest refraction (MR) was measured with the 
Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) 
chart in photopic light conditions. Uncorrected distance 
visual acuity (UDVA) and corrected distance visual acu-
ity (CDVA) were assessed at 6 m. Uncorrected inter-
mediate visual acuity (UIVA) was measured at 66 cm. 
Uncorrected near visual acuity (UNVA) was assessed at 
40 and 33 cm. All post-surgical visual acuity tests were 
performed monocularly at 3 months following surgery. 
Monocular defocus curves derived at the same visit.

For statistical purposes, the evaluated decimal val-
ues were transferred to the logarithm of the minimum 
angle of resolution (LogMAR) scale. The power calcu-
lations for the inserted IOL and the expected postop-
erative refractive error (RE) were identified according to 
the Barrett Universal II formula by means of an anterior 
segment swept-source optical coherence tomography 
device (ANTERION, Heidelberg Engineering GmbH, 
Germany). The assumed IOL power was the closest to 
emmetropia.

To compare the refractive predictability, the RE and 
mean absolute error (MAE) were observed. The RE was 
described as the gap between the postoperative spherical 
equivalent (SE) and the presupposed SE. The MAE was 
identified as the mean absolute value of the RE [13].

The defocus curves were obtained monocularly at 
3 months after surgery using defocusing lenses with a 
power range of 1.50 D to − 4.00 D in 0.5 D steps. These 
lenses were inserted into a test frame to account for 
the manifest error in the refraction of the distance. The 
measurement was carried out with ETDRS charts at 6 m 
in mesopic light conditions [14, 15].

Objective optical quality assessment
The HD Analyzer (Visiometrics SL., Terrassa, Spain) 
measurements were carried out in the mesopic state to 
assess objective optical quality parameters. All meas-
urements were taken with a 4-mm aperture [16]. The 
objective scatter index (OSI), modulation transfer func-
tion (MTF), and Strehl ratio (SR) were calculated [16]. 
The OSI quantifies intraocular scatter, and the lower OSI 
values indicate better optical quality [2]. The MTF is the 
ratio of the contrast of the image to the object in terms 
of the frequency of an object [17]. .The SR indicates a 
perfect optical system at a value of 1 [18]. Hence, higher 
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MTF and SR values usually indicate better objective opti-
cal quality [19, 20].

Surgical procedures
The same experienced surgeon (KK) carried out whole 
surgeries. Main corneal incision was carried out using 
a 2.8 mm blade through the steep meridian. An anterior 
capsular opening of 5.2 mm was performed with continu-
ous curvilinear capsulorrhexis. Following phacoemul-
sification (Whitestar Signature™ phocoemulsification 
system, Johnson & Johnson Vision, CA, USA), the IOL 
was implanted into the capsular bag. Then, every corneal 
wound was sealed with stromal hydration.

Intraocular lenses
The ZCB00 is a foldable one-piece acrylic IOL with a 
translucent, continuous 360-degree posterior square 
edge and 6.0-mm optics [21]. It has an aspheric, modi-
fied prolate anterior surface that is designed to minimize 
spherical aberrations and improve contrast sensitivity 
after cataract surgery [22]. In contrast, the ZFR00 is a 
bifocal IOL combined with EDOF technology for contin-
uous vision. Its posterior surface is diffractive with fifteen 
rings [23]. The distinct added power of the ZFR00 IOL is 
kept as proprietary information, and the photic phenom-
ena are reportedly reduced through the use of Optiblue® 
material that passes blue light and blocks violet light [8]. 
Both IOLs are made from the same material (hydropho-
bic acrylic material, refractive index = 1.47 at 35 °C) with 
the same basic design [24].

Statistical analysis
IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 22.0 (IBM 
Corp., Armonk, New York, USA) was used to perform 
the statistical analysis. Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests were 
used to check the normality of the data distributions. 
Mann-Whitney U, unpaired Student t-, and Pearson chi-
square tests were used to verify the differences between 
the two groups. For all cases, p < 0.05 was considered 
statistically significant. Data are presented as means ± 
standard deviation (SD).

Results
This study consisted of 64 eyes from 46 patients, of which 
21 (32 eyes) were implanted with ZCB00 and 25 (32 eyes) 
were implanted with ZFR00. There were no statistically 
significant differences in the preoperative character-
istics of the patients in the groups (Table  1). The mean 
age of patients was 66.0 ± 10.1 (range: 40 to 82) years 
and 65.1 ± 4.7 (range: 59 to 77) years for the ZCB00 and 
ZFR00 groups, respectively. In the ZCB00 group, 67% of 
the patients (14/21) were female, whereas in the ZFR00 

group, 44% of the patients (11/25) were female. In the 
ZCB00 group, 47% (15/32) of implants were in the right 
eye while in the ZFR00 group, 50% (16/32) of implants 
were in the right eye. In the ZCB00 group, the mean pre-
operative monocular UDVA (LogMAR), CDVA (Log-
MAR), and MRSE (diopter) were 0.34 ± 0.15, 0.21 ± 0.10, 
and 0.43 ± 1.43, respectively. In the ZFR00 group, these 
values were 0.29 ± 0.13, 0.18 ± 0.12, and 0.69 ± 1.48, 
respectively.

The 3-month postoperative visual evaluation results 
for both groups are presented in Table 2. The monocular 
UDVA showed excellent results in both groups (ZCB00: 
0.08 ± 0.06, ZFR00: 0.06 ± 0.07), without significant dif-
ferences between the groups. The monocular CDVA 
was also excellent in both groups (ZCB00: 0.03 ± 0.05, 
ZFR00: 0.03 ± 0.05), with no statistical differences 
between groups.  Compared to the ZCB00 group, the 
ZFR00 group showed a significantly better monocular 
UNVA (p < 0.001). In the ZCB00 group, the postoperative 
average monocular UIVA (at 66 cm, LogMAR), UNVA 
(at 40 cm, LogMAR), and UNVA (at 33 cm, LogMAR) 
were 0.33 ± 0.12, 0.48 ± 0.15, and 0.62 ± 0.09, respec-
tively. In the ZFR00 group, these values were 0.02 ± 0.05, 
0.03 ± 0.06, and 0.09 ± 0.10, respectively. All three param-
eters were significantly greater in the ZFR00 group than 
in the ZCB00 group (Table  2 and Fig.1). The target SEs 
were 0.06 ± 0.12 D in the ZCB00 group and 0.09 ± 0.14 
D in the ZFR00 group. The MRSE was − 0.21 ± 0.34 D 
in the ZCB00 group and − 0.09 ± 0.31 D in the ZFR00 
group. The mean error was − 0.29 ± 0.34 D in the ZCB00 
group and 0.17 ± 0.30 D in the ZFR00 group. The mean 
absolute error was 0.35 ± 0.28 D in the ZCB00 group and 
0.28 ± 0.20 D in the ZFR00 group. Post-surgical REs did 
not differ significantly between the two groups.

Table 1 Preoperative characteristics in each group

N/A not applicable, UDVA uncorrected distance visual acuity, CDVA corrected 
distance visual acuity, LogMAR logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution, SD 
standard deviation, MRSE manifest refraction spherical equivalent, D diopter
* Chi-square test
† Mann-Whitney U test
‡ Unpaired student t-test

Parameter ZCB00 ZFR00 p-value

Patients/Eyes, n 21/32 25/32 N/A

Female, n 14 (67%) 11 (44%) .616*

Right eye, n 15 (47%) 16 (50%) .803*

Age (years) 66.0 ± 10.1 (40 to 82) 65.1 ± 4.7 (59 to 77) .141†

UDVA (LogMAR) 0.34 ± 0.15 (0.1 to 0.7) 0.29 ± 0.13 (0.1 to 0.6) .077†

CDVA (LogMAR) 0.21 ± 0.10 (0.05 to 
0.4)

0.18 ± 0.12 (0 to 0.4) .311†

MRSE (D) 0.43 ± 1.43 (−3.0 
to 3.5)

0.69 ± 1.48 (−2.0 
to 3.0)

.594‡
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The defocus curves were assessed every 0.5 D at 
3 months postoperatively at 6 m in mesopic light condi-
tions (Fig.  2). The defocus curves showed that ZFR00 
provided a wider DOF range than the ZCB00. The 
defocus curve of the ZFR00 indicated that the average 
VA stayed better than or equal to 0.11 LogMAR in the 
+ 0.5 D to − 2.5 D interval. Moreover, between + 1.5 D 
and − 4.0 D VA, which is the whole section, the value 
was always better than or equal to 0.30 LogMAR. The 

defocus curve of the ZCB00 showed a mean VA equal 
or better than 0.24 LogMAR within the + 1.0 D to 
− 1.0 D interval and equal or better than 0.44 LogMAR 
within the + 1.5 D and − 2.0 D interval. There were no 
statistical differences between the two groups at + 1.0D, 
+ 0.5D, and 0.0D. However, the ZFR00 was significantly 
better than the ZCB00 in the other sections. (p < 0.001).

The objective optical quality parameters assessed by 
HD Analyzer on a 4.0 mm pupil are shown in Table 3. The 

Table 2 Postoperative 3 months visual outcomes

UDVA uncorrected distance visual acuity, CDVA corrected distance visual acuity, UIVA uncorrected intermediate visual acuity, UNVA uncorrected near visual acuity, 
LogMAR logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution, SD standard deviation, SE spherical equivalent, MRSE manifest refraction spherical equivalent, D diopter, RE 
refractory error, n number
* Mann-Whitney U test
† Unpaired student t-test

Parameter ZCB00 ZFR00 p-value

UDVA (LogMAR) 0.08 ± 0.06 (0 to 0.2) 0.06 ± 0.07 (0 to 0.2) .204*

CDVA (LogMAR) 0.03 ± 0.05 (0 to 0.2) 0.03 ± 0.05 (0 to 0.2) .145*

UIVA (LogMAR) 66 cm 0.33 ± 0.12 (0.2 to 0.6) 0.02 ± 0.05 (0 to 0.2) <.001*

UNVA (LogMAR) 40 cm 0.48 ± 0.15 (0.2 to 0.8) 0.03 ± 0.06 (0 to 0.2) <.001*

UNVA (LogMAR) 33 cm 0.62 ± 0.09 (0.5 to 0.9) 0.09 ± 0.10 (0 to 0.3) <.001*

Target SE (D) 0.06 ± 0.12 (− 0.20 to 0.20) 0.09 ± 0.14 (− 0.15 to 0.38) .262*

MRSE (D) − 0.21 ± 0.34 (− 1.00 to 0.50) −0.09 ± 0.31 (− 0.75 to 0.38) .271*

Refractive error (D) −0.29 ± 0.34 (− 1.20 to 0.60) 0.17 ± 0.30 (− 0.71 to 0.29) .401†

Mean absolute error (D) 0.35 ± 0.28 (0.03 to 1.20) 0.28 ± 0.20 (0 to 0.71) .317*

Fig. 1 Comparison of monocular visual acuity between Tecnis® monofocal (ZCB00) intraocular lens (IOL) and Tecnis® Synergy® (ZFR00) IOL groups. 
LogMAR = logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution; UDVA = uncorrected distance visual acuity; CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; 
UIVA = uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; UNVA40 = uncorrected near visual acuity at 40 cm; UNVA33 = uncorrected near visual acuity at 
33 cm; *** = p < .001
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OSI, MTF cutoff, and SR of the ZCB00 were 1.22 ± 0.42, 
27.37 ± 4.73, and 0.18 ± 0.03, respectively, and 
5.19 ± 2.18, 10.40 ± 4.71, and 0.08 ± 0.02, respectively, for 
the ZFR00. The values of the three optical quality param-
eters were lower in the ZFR00 than those for the ZCB00 
(p < 0.001).

Discussion
Multifocal IOLs have two, three, or four optical inten-
sities which aim at obtaining a decent VA at selected 
distances [25]. Because such features lead to reduced 
contrast sensitivity, the frequency of glare is higher 
for multifocal IOLs than for monofocal IOLs [26, 27]. 
EDOF IOLs, on the other hand, aim to extend the 
range of distant VA to intermediate distance and ena-
ble enhanced continuous VA [28]. A newly introduced 
ZFR00 has been designed to blend the diffractive fac-
tors of multifocal IOL (Tecnis® Multifocal, Johnson & 

Johnson Vision, Santa Ana, CA, USA) and EDOF (Tec-
nis Symfony®, Johnson & Johnson Vision, Santa Ana, 
CA, USA) IOL [6]. The manufacturers say that the 
hybrid optical technology in ZFR00 aims to combine 
the good distant and near visual acuity scores of a dif-
fractive multifocal IOL with a continuous vision from 
far to near vision performance of an EDOF IOL [9].

As of December 2021, five papers on ZFR00 have 
been published. Three articles reported only the clini-
cal findings of ZFR00 and one study comparing the IOL 
to Acrysof IQ® Panoptix IOL (Alcon Laboratories, Inc., 
Fort Worth, Texas, USA) and FineVision® POD F IOL 
(PhysIOL, Liège, Belgium) [7–9]. The other is a com-
parison of the outcomes of six types of presbyopia-cor-
recting IOLs [10].

Both groups offered excellent distance vision. A previ-
ous clinical study reported results consistent with those 
from this study. Earlier studies reported monocular 

Fig. 2 Mean monocular defocus curves obtained from the Tecnis® monofocal (ZCB00) intraocular lens (IOL) and Tecnis® Synergy® (ZFR00) IOL 
groups. logMAR = logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution; D = diopters

Table 3 Objective optical quality parameters assessed by a HD Analyzer with a pupil diameter of 4.0 mm after 3 months of surgery

OSI objective scatter index, MTF modulation transfer function, SD standard deviation
* Mann-Whitney U test

Parameter ZCB00 ZFR00 p-value

OSI 1.22 ± 0.42 (0.76 to 2.20) 5.19 ± 2.18 (2.00 to 10.20) <.001*

MTF cutoff (c/deg) 27.37 ± 4.73 (17.22 to 33.15) 10.40 ± 4.71 (4.00 to 19.81) <.001*

Strehl ratio 0.18 ± 0.03 (0.13 to 0.24) 0.08 ± 0.02 (0.05 to 0.12) <.001*
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UDVAs of 0.07 ± 0.09 [21] and 0.10 ± 0.14 [29] for the 
ZCB00 and 0.04 ± 0.10 [9] and − 0.01 ± 0.04 [8] for the 
ZFR00. Earlier studies reported monocular CDVA of 
− 0.02 ± 0.09 [21] and 0.03 ± 0.06 [29] for the ZCB00 
and − 0.02 ± 0.07   and − 0.04 ± 0.02 [10] for the ZFR00. 
Likewise, within our study, the UDVA values were 
0.08 ± 0.06 and 0.06 ± 0.07 and the CDVA values were 
0.03 ± 0.05 and 0.03 ± 0.05 in the ZCB00 and ZFR00 
groups, respectively.

Previous studies have reported monocular UIVAs (at 
66 cm) of 0.25 ± 0.18 [30], 0.34 ± 0.12 [29] for the ZCB00 
and 0.05 ± 0.03 [8], 0.04 ± 0.09 [6] for the ZFR00, monoc-
ular UNVA (at 40 cm) of 0.48 ± 0.32 [31], 0.51 ± 0.19 [29] 
for the ZCB00 and 0.03 ± 0.05 [8], 0.05 ± 0.13 [6] for 
the ZFR00. In the current study, the monocular UIVA 
(at 66 cm) values were 0.33 ± 0.12 for the ZCB00 and 
0.02 ± 0.05 for the ZFR00 and the monocular UNVA 
(at 40 cm) values were 0.48 ± 0.15 for the ZCB00 and 
0.03 ± 0.06 for the ZFR00. The UNVA and UNVA were 
markedly better in the ZFR00 group than those in the 
ZCB00 group (p < .001).

The defocus curve is a good means of assessing the 
DOF of the presbyopia-correcting IOL as a visual 
achievement indicator [32–34]. The ZFR00 provided 
a smooth defocus curve with a broader landing area 
than the ZCB00 (Fig.  2). In this study, ZFR00 main-
tained VA better than or equal to 0.11 LogMAR in the 
+ 0.5 D to − 2.5 D interval. However, ZCB00 kept VA 
above or equal to 0.15 LogMAR only in the short inter-
val of + 0.5D to − 0.5D (Fig. 2). Throughout the section, 
the ZFR00 was significantly superior to the ZCB00 in all 
sections except + 1.0D, + 0.5D, and 0.0D (p < 0.001). The 
defocus curve of the ZFR00 in our study was like that of a 
study described a mean VA above 0.10 LogMAR between 
+ 0.50 D and − 3.00 D [6]. Another study also revealed a 
mean flat curve of 0.00 to 0.10 LogMAR [7].

The HD Analyzer is useful for to assess the objec-
tive optical quality of IOLs and has good repeatabil-
ity [35]. The objective OSI value for the multifocal IOL 
was strongly associated with subjective levels of glare 
[16]. The ZCB00 exceeded the ZFR00 in all three meas-
ures obtained from the HD Analyzer. The ZCB00 also 
offered consistent and excellent visual performance, with 
minimal degrees of visual disturbance compared to other 
multifocal IOLs [36].

This study has a number of limitations which affect the 
interpretation of the findings. The first of these is retro-
spective design and non-randomization. Second, due 
to the characteristics of the diffractive IOL in which the 
light is partially lost, accurate evaluation of objective 
optical quality has some restrictions. Since the HD ana-
lyzer recognizes the diffusion that occurs in the diffrac-
tion rings, higher OSI values can be measured in ZFR00 

with diffraction rings. Third, subjective assessment of the 
quality of vision (contrast sensitivity test) has not been 
conducted. The study of additional visual parameters, 
including contrast sensitivity, photic phenomena, and an 
internal higher-order aberrations would allow a better 
understanding of the properties of each IOL. Fourth, This 
study has adopted only a monocular approach. Binocular 
measurements reflect a more real view due to the pres-
ence of indications of retinal disparity in addition to blur-
ring. Fifth, a small number of subjects were included and 
the follow-up period lasted only 3 months after surgery. 
Our findings may provide pilot data for future research 
and a long-term prospective survey with a larger sample 
size in binocular approach is needed to identify true dif-
ferences between two IOLs.

In summary, the ZFR00 exhibited a continuous range 
of vision and a smooth defocus curve, while the ZCB00 
provided superior objective optical quality.
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